
The Compact® tissue case study

The environmental facts

Our coreless Compact® solutions can make 119 tons of paper 
and packaging disappear from your waste stream each year* 

* Based on using 28,000 cases of coreless tissue per year.

At Georgia-Pacific, we’re committed to providing you with innovative dispenser solutions. The fact is 

that no one invests more time and effort in the coreless dispensing platform than we do. Our Compact  

dispensers and bath tissue provide a perfect example: These products eliminate 95-percent of the 

packaging waste associated with standard bath tissue. The bottom line is that each case of Compact 

coreless bath tissue can eliminate as much as 7.8 pounds of waste when compared to using a case of  

Georgia-Pacific standard roll bath tissue.

Compact® coreless tissue helps reduce waste by eliminating roll cores, cardboard shipping boxes and 

individual product wrapping. Compact® coreless tissue will also cut your storage requirements by up to 

50 percent by eliminating bulky cardboard packaging.

Compact benefits our environment 
 Compact coreless tissue systems help minimize your impact on the 
environment by using recycled fiber and helping to reduce waste 

Meets EPA guidelines
Our coreless tissue meets EPA guidelines for post-consumer  
fiber content 

Near 100% utilization             
Reduces and can help eliminate stub roll waste through  
dispensing solutions that require complete roll usage

Reduce
Reducing waste 
has an immedi-
ate effect on the 
environment. 

Georgia-Pacific Professional 
is the number one producer 
of systems that reduce use and 
waste by encouraging users to 
take just the paper they need. 

These products are part of Georgia Pacific’s sustainability 
platform–innovative products that both reduce environmental 
impact and improve operational efficiencies.

Reuse
Georgia-Pacific finds innovative 
ways to reuse the by-products 
of the paper making process for 
production and packaging. We 

recycle and reuse water throughout multiple 
stages in our mills. In addition, some of our 
by-products are used to help make grass 
grow, build roads and provide a strong foun-
dation for highways. 

Recycle
Georgia-Pacific Professional’s 
reclaimed paper production  
generates less pollution than 
virgin paper production and 

fibers can be reused for repeated environ-
mental savings. In 2000, we purchased GP 
Harmon Recycling to facilitate the brokerage 
of 6-million tons of recovered paper, over 
10% of the U.S. wastepaper supply. 

Compact dispensers offer multiple solutions to accommodate 

the needs of any facility. Available in Splash Blue, Translucent 

Smoke, Translucent White, Stainless Steel and Stainless Finish.  

One Case of Waste– 
Compact vs. Standard Roll  
Bath Tissue

Our coreless Compact® tissue solutions can make 119 tons of  
paper and packaging disappear from your waste stream each year* 

*Based on using 28,000 cases of coreless tissue per year.

Compact®  tissue gets a green light
An ever-growing number of eco-sensitive companies are embracing our Compact® dispensers  

and coreless tissue systems to help reduce their environmental footprint. This innovative line of  

dispensers is also saving them time and money by helping minimize roll changes and storage costs. 
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